
REVIEW: Tutti Frutti - A Solo Show by
Caroline Wells Chandler @ Mrs. Gallery
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the world around them. That lack of inhibition and free-flowing creativity is incredibly alluring for artists and in an attempt to

recreate, many artists are making space for enjoyable experimentation and exploration. In contemporary painting, naive figurative

style is having a moment, artists like Misaki Kawai and Austin Lee and have found success in their respective styles and audiences and

collectors alike are taking notice.

Queens-based artist Caroline Wells Chandler has decidedly created that space for himself in his new solo presentation of works at Mrs.

Gallery. The artist studied the drawings of young children and collaborated with his own students at Norwalk Community College,

creating a new body of work that is collaborative, unconventional and incredibly playful. Known primarily for his genderless,

crocheted forms, Chandler continues to make work that is free from gender constructs. Titled Tutti Frutti, the show is comprised of

Chandler’s new ‘sewn-drawings” which incorporate fiber as well as paint. Each composition is outlined with fine pipe-cleaner material,

from there, vivid colorful paint fills in the rest, resulting in graphic, simplified forms that resonate off the wall.

Tutti Frutti draws upon the imagery of the artist’s own Rolodex of experiences and inspirations. Subjects vary from queer icon

Gertrude Stein to jolly old Santa. In one piece, iconic 90’s cartoon characters Beavis and Butthead share their love for one another.

Moving along the wall, Chandler has rendered the infamous Mona Lisa with huge, caricatured eyes and an unsure smirk, recreating

her in the artist’s naive style. The artist states “I see these drawings as a way to build a lexicon of new and recurring symbols that I have

and will continue to explore in my work.”

In addition to his ‘sewn-drawings,’ Chandler has presented three new “cake fail” sculptures. The blob-ly, handmade ‘cakes’ are

constructed from foam, paint, fruit magnets, resin, and polymer clay, giving them a realistic edible effect. According to the gallery,

“Chandler’s interest in cake fails stemmed from finding the perfect cake to wish his friends a happy birthday on social media. These

trompe l’oeil reliefs feature Snooki of Willendorf, Todd a nod to The Dude Abides by Todd Bienvenu, and Midnight Snack which

suggests Bert presenting himself to Ernie, as the only cookie he is allowed to eat in bed.”

Chandler also collaborated with his 2018 Drawing I class to create a series of drawings for the exhibit. According to the artist,

“collaborative image making is the antidote to the toxicity of the singular heroic voice. I see it as being political, in that it takes a

collective stance, that is inclusive,” explains the artist. The collaborative drawings in this presentation were made with Brandi Twilley,

Geoffrey Chadsey, Lizzie Bonaventura, David Humphrey, Nick Wilkinson, Indie Wilkinson, Maria Calandra, Bill Chandler (Father),

Eloise Chandler (Mother), and Patsy Martin (Sister). “When you draw well with others, you learn how to harmonize, listen, give and

compromise to work towards a common vision.”

Tutti Frutti is a joyous, sincere view into a world free from heteronormativity, free from the binary and free from black and white.

Chandler has, in my eyes, created a radical body of work that has clearly come from a place of creative innocence and unrestrained

momentum. Check out Tutti Frutti at Mrs. before it closes June 1st  
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WE THINK YOU'LL LOVE

The Savannah College of Art and Design
Presents "SCAD deFINE ART 2021"

The Savannah College of Art and Design presents the 12th edition of SCAD
deFINE ART, the university’s annual program of talks, tours, and exhibitions

featuring work by contemporary art’s most vit

February 19, 2021

In Session

Liu Bolin, Vhils, Erwin Olaf, and More in
"Anonymities" @ Danysz Gallery

"Anonymities" is the first in a series of online exhibitions at Danysz Gallery and
explores the solitary experience in the context of the post-pandemic world.

Bringing together 5 artists working

February 19, 2021

Photography

Scott Kahn: Afternoon of a Faun @
Harper's Books, NYC

Scott Kahn's paintings, new and old, feel like a literal breath of fresh air.
Perhaps that they are all outside, a mixture of landscapes and surrealistic

flourishes, all with a bit of Autumnal mood, 

February 19, 2021

Painting

Kate Pincus-Whitney "Feast In The Neon
Jungle" @ Fredericks & Freiser, NYC

Fredericks & Freiser is pleased to introduce an exhibition of new paintings by
Kate Pincus-Whitney (b. 1993, lives and works in Los Angeles). Invested in the

sociopolitical and emotive possibilit

February 19, 2021

Painting

New Collection by HAZE x HUF and a
Chance to Win Some New Pieces

HAZE, the NY artist and influential graffiti legend, has once again teamed up
with HUF on a new capsule collection highlighted by the Dust La Rock

Tribute Jacket, HAZE Bucket Hat, and HAZE Brush Hood

February 18, 2021

Fashion

Dual Hearts and Empty Halls: New Works
by Anne Buckwalter and Gretchen Scherer

Monya Rowe Gallery is pleased to announce a two-person exhibition
featuring new paintings by Anne Buckwalter and Gretchen Scherer. Deserted

halls, packed suitcases and home offices allude to the grav

February 18, 2021

Painting

Floris Van Look's Very Important Friends
@ KETELEER Gallery, Antwerp

With insight into a human psyche backed by a bachelor’s degree in
psychology Belgian painter, Floris Van Look is commonly inspired by

everyday life events and encounters. But the body of work that 

February 18, 2021

Painting

"Zaido" is Yukari Chikura's Preservation of
a 1300-year-old Japanese Ritual

In the beginning of Yukari Chikura’s photobook “Zaido”, a mysterious mist
slowly clears, page by page, to reveal a mountainous landscape. This is the

stage in which the Zaido, a sacred local ri

February 18, 2021

Photography

The Sun Shines For Those Who Look
Beyond the Clouds: New Works by Matt

McCormick
Gauthier Gallery is pleased to present an exhibition of new paintings by Matt

McCormick. Continuing his use of familiar images of American nostalgia,
McCormick has developed a new body of work that c

February 17, 2021

Painting

Paul Anthony Smith Explores the Inherited
Legacies of Caribbean Ancestry

Featuring his singular pictoage on pigment prints, Paul Anthony Smith's
latest exhibition, Tradewinds, at Jack Shainman Gallery explores the artist's

Caribbean lineage and the legacies inherited

February 17, 2021

Photography

Martin Kazanietz's Not So Stagnant
Stories in Madrid

The last time we checked with our friend Martin Kazanietz at his home in
Patagonia, Argentina, he shared with us a new body of work that is based on

the random images of his surrounding that he's bee

February 17, 2021

Painting

Jessie Makinson "Something Vexes Thee?"
@ François Ghebaly, Los Angeles

Along with Ludovic Nkoth's solo show, François Ghebaly in Los Angeles is
also hosting another one of our favorite shows at the moment, Jessie

Makinson's Something Vexes Thee?. The show pre

February 17, 2021

Painting

The Recent (But Oh So Quietly Bizarre)
Paintings of Paco Pomet

In a past interview with Christopher Plummer, the recently departed actor
describes a live performance during the early days of television. Literally

backstage in the dark, the artist gropes for a do

February 16, 2021

Painting

Radio Juxtapoz ep 064: Carissa Potter on
Love, Loss and Longing in our New Era

There are people in your life you go to for some advice, some perspective,
maybe even a little... real talk. Carissa Potter, the brilliant mind behind People

I've Loved and a fine artist in her own r

February 16, 2021

Painting

Strange Flowers: The Earth Issue's Latest
Online Exhibition

The Earth Issue, a collective of artists and creative professionals using art and
image culture as a driving force for environmental and intersectional activism,

is holding the second of their online

February 16, 2021

Photography

The A' Design Awards & Competition Is
Making a Last Call for Entries

Last week, we gave you a new chance to get your designs ready, making "call
for entries" in the annual and prestigious A' Design Awards, the worlds' largest

design competition awarding best desi

February 16, 2021

Design

The Sinner at Dusk: Susumu Kamijo
Releasing His First Sculpture

We've featured Susumu Kamijo unmistakable poodle drawings in the past
over at Juxtapoz, last time about a year ago when he presented his work

together with Koichi Sato at Bill Brady Gallery in Miami.

February 16, 2021

Sculpture

"New Year's in Chinatown with the
Obamas!" by David ‘Mr.StarCity’ White

It was the first day of a new year — January 1, 2021. A day not unlike any other
one might find in Miami: warm, breezy, the sun shining brightly upon the palm

trees casting shadows that waver grace   ;

February 15, 2021

Studio Time

Vaughn Spann Explores the "Friend Zone"
We have a massive soft spot for the contagious drive of the artistic

community is a feast for our eyes, heart, and mind. Currently on view at Half
Gallery in NYC is Friend Zone, curated by the r   ;

February 15, 2021

Installation

Enter Paradise: Zandile Tshabalala
Stunning Intimacy @ ADA, Accra, Ghana

That most of us are still a bit stuck in our homes at the moment, locked onto
our phones and scrolling endlessly, you know when you get stopped in your

tracks it must be something special. This was t

February 15, 2021

Painting

Celebrating Black Intimacy With
Photographer Alexis Hunley

This article sees Playboy and Juxtapoz reunite to co-publish an original photo
essay celebrating moments of connection, reflection and community on the

front lines of the Black Lives Matter movement.

February 13, 2021

Photography

Heavy Enough to Sink: A Conversation
With Jess Valice

You might have found yourself feeling like a stranger in your own body,
crumpled in your thoughts and/or your living space, and unable to wipe the

worry and anticipation off your face in the past yea   ;

February 12, 2021

Painting
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